Adroit Technologies

What is new in the Adroit 8.4.2 Release
Adroit 8.4.2 is a Long-term support (LTS) release
The primarily purpose of a long-term support (LTS) release is to promote and ensure the reliability and
dependability of the released software.
Therefore no further new features will be added to this release, apart from the additional controls and plugins that do not affect the core product code - such as the GIS add-on, which is soon to be released.
The intention is to maintain this release for a period of at least two years.
During this release, individual patches (hotfixes) will be made to correct any software bugs and vulnerabilities that are found, which will initially be distributed individually and then packaged together in the
form of updates.
When updating your Adroit installation to this version, we recommend that you allow the Adroit 8.4.2
install to handle this process for you to ensure that all your relevant project settings are maintained and
preserved, during the uninstalling and reinstalling process.

Apart from various performance enhancements of the existing functionality, Adroit provides the following
additions:

Install
l

Adroit 8.4.2 is designed to run on Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 onwards, it no longer
supports the Windows Vista nor Windows Server 2008 operating systems.

l

Adroit 8.4.2 requires Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2. If this is not installed then the installation
uses an offline installation that it provides to install this for you (so no further downloading is
required).

l

IMPORTANT: The install can no longer be installed if the name of the user running it is called
"Administrator", since this COULD be the built-in Windows Administrator account, which is DISALLOWED because UAC is automatically disabled whenever this built-in Administrator account is
used, which causes a myriad of problems to occur.

l

The install provides and if necessary installs the lastest HASP Drivers, version 7.41, which officially
supports the Windows 10 operating system.

l

Improved the User Account Control (UAC) check - since the previous check was ALWAYS enabled on
Windows 10 even when UAC was effectively disabled, so now the install should ONLY be installed
when using the 'Always notify' or Default UAC level, but not when using the 'Do Not Dim' or 'Never
notify' UAC levels.

l

The install installs the Microsoft.ACE.OLEDB.12.0 OLE DB Datasource provider, which can be used to
connect to MS Access, Excel or text files. Since the previous Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0 Datasource provider has been deprecated by Microsoft and is therefore NOT available for 64-bit applications.

l

Optimized the uninstall / reinstall procedure, so that now this is the RECOMMENDED way to update
your existing installation, especially when your agent database (.wgp) file is not called wg.wgp, the
legacy default name.

l

Optimized the registering of the required files by the installation and the unregistering of these files
on uninstallation.

l

Under certain circumstances the Microsoft SQL Server Compact install can restart the
computer without warning during the install (for instance when installing the Smart UI Server
on Windows Server 2012 R2), which resulted in the installation being improperly configured, for
instance the Smart UI Server would not appear in the Service Configuration dialog. For this reason
Microsoft SQL Server Compact, if needed, is installed at the LAST STEP of the install; since if the computer restarts at this point, then the install at least is unaffected.

l

The default agent database (.wgp) file is now called Default.wgp – so that it mirrors the Configuration name.

l

When installing the Agent Server it is now possible in the Component Configuration Settings
page to specify whether you want the Agent Server Service to log onto the computer specific user
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instead of the default Local system account. Therefore ONLY check Log on the Agent Server service as a specific user:, when the Agent Server needs to connect to remote networked resources
(on other computers), such as Agent Servers, databases, printers etc. Then specify the credentials
of a user that has access to ALL of these resources.

Typically the default Local system account should be used when the Agent Server does NOT need to
browse the network and connect to remote resources such as other Agent Servers, databases,
printers etc.
Tip: Each option of this Component Configuration Settings page provides its own hint (brief
help about how / when it should be configured) which is displayed when the mouse pointer hovers
over it.

Adroit Agent Server
l

Enabled 4GB memory allocation, previously the maximum memory allocation was 2GB.
Note: This only applies to 64 bit Operating Systems with “large address aware” support that
have the required available physical memory, which includes all 64 bit Windows Server Operating Systems from Windows Server 2008 R2 and upwards.

l

Agent names now have a maximum size of 32 characters (up to now this has been 27); however the
maximum size of tags (typically agent name.slot name) is still 79 characters.

l

The HMI mode now supports the Command agent.

IMPORTANT: When the HASP is removed from the Agent Server computer, if it is NOT re-inserted
within the grace period of 5 minutes then ALL SCANNING will be SHUTDOWN and all the scanned tags
will be marked BAD and the HASP will need to be reinserted and the Agent Server restarted to re-enable
scanning.
To this end the HASP system agent provides the following new status bits which can be separately
alarmed and monitored so that preventative action can be taken:
o HaspWarning: ON when the HASP is unplugged and the Agent Server is running within the grace
period.
o HaspFailure: ON when the HASP is unplugged and the grace period has expired, so ALL SCANNING
is SHUTDOWN and all the scanned tags will be marked BAD and the HASP will need to be reinserted
and the Agent Server restarted to re-enable scanning
The HASP agent also provides the following new status bits that indicate when the limited timed license
mode is being used:
Note: When a HASP is not detected when the Agent Server is started and the Agent Server is not being
otherwise licensed, then the Agent Server will automatically run in limited time license mode.
o TimedLicence: ON when the Agent Server is running in time license mode, which automatically
occurs when the Agent Server is started and the HASP cannot be found.
o TimedLicenceExpired: ON when the Agent Server is running in time license mode and the timed
license period has expired, so the Agent Server needs to be restarted to re-enable scanning.
l

AlarmManagement agent: Added support for an unlicensed AlarmManagement agent to allow users
to log their historical alarms. Up to now, an unlicensed AlarmManagement agent has only allowed the
fully fledged AlarmManagement system to be used for one hour.
The main advantage of using this Historical alarm mode is that it is now possible to see the full lifecycle of each alarm (when it was initiated; viewed; acknowledged and removed) in a single row in
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the Adr_AM_HistoricalIncidents table of the Adroit Historical Alarms SQL Server database - previously this could only be determined by looking at several lines from the relevant AlarmList.
Therefore, ONLY when your Agent Server license is not licensed for AlarmManagement does the
AlarmManagement dialog contain a Historical Alarm mode check box. When you check this check
box, then the next time that you start the Agent Server, the existing AlarmManagement database
tables, if any, are removed and replaced with a minimal set of tables.

IMPORTANT: You cannot run the AlarmManagement agent in both alarm management mode and
this Historical Alarm mode at the same time and therefore after enabling Historical Alarm mode
the AlarmManagement reports will not work!
Note1: As usual, you need to have installed Microsoft SQL Server (Express) in order to use this
Historical Alarm mode.
Note2: If you do not check this checkbox then you can freely use (demo) the fully fledged AlarmManagement system for one hour. However, after enabling this checkbox you no longer have
access to the fully fledged AlarmManagement system, unless you uncheck the Historical Alarm
mode check box and restart the Agent Server.
You can use the AdroitHistoricalAlarmViewer control in the Smart UI to connect to the AlarmManagement database and allow your users to locate and/or filter and/or print and/or export
the historical Adroit alarms.
l

Analog agent: The Analog agent can be enabled to calculate the following statistics from its value
slot: sum (total), average, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and direction of change (trend).
These statistics are only calculated, when the Integer statsPeriod slot is set to the number of minutes that you want the value slot to be recorded for statistical evaluation. In this case the value slot
is recorded every second over this timespan and the statistics are calculated from these recorded
values. This statsPeriod slot can now be configured using the following field at the bottom of the
Analog Agent Configuration dialog:

Note: Since the statsPeriod slot is now saved with the agent, it is no longer necessary to specify
this on every Agent Server restart.
You can also specify an optional minimum deviation or deadband to ensure that the trending direction only indicates significant changes in value.
l

IMPORTANT CHANGE FOR ANALOG AGENTS: Changed the default method of handling what
happens when the rawvalue slot goes out of range, from now on this causes the Analog agent to set
the new OutOfRange status bit (which can be alarmed if needed).
This is to prevent the entire agent from being marked at as being bad, as happened previously,
which causes all the instances of this value to be grayed out (disabled) on the mimics which display
them.
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Note: If you prefer the legacy method of marking the agent bad when the rawvalue slot goes out
of range, then you need to add the OutOfRangeEqualsAgentBad registry setting.
l

DBLog agent: Housekeeping is no longer executed when the Agent Server starts up. By default
housekeeping takes place at the turn of midnight, however you can control the hour of the day for
housekeeping by adding a DWORD registry value HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Adroit Technologies\Adroit\DBLog\HousekeepingHour and setting it’s decimal value to the required hour.

l

Scheduler agent: Times can now be specified using the UTC time format instead of using local time,
by checking the new "UCT Times" checkbox, which allows you to create schedules of times from
around the world.

l

StringList agent: This agent no longer loses its current index when the list of strings are updated
from its configuration dialog. But if the string for the current index is deleted, then the index
becomes invalid. This change ensures that DBAccess agents no longer create invalid entries to SQL,
when they are triggered by the value slot of a StringList agent.

l

Fixed an issue that corrects the saved structure of the Perfmon agent in agent database (.WGP) file,
so all WGP files containing these agents are now automatically fixed before they are loaded.
IMPORTANT: Due this change Adroit 8.4 Agent database (.WGP) files are INCOMPATIBLE with previous versions!

l

Adroit File Version Information utility: The former 'File Version' column header has been changed to
"File Revision", to ensure that it is differentiated from the "FileVersion" column.
The "File Revision" column specifies the Adroit file revision, which is specified as the last digit after
the last dot (period), such as for adralarm.dll this is 8.4.2.35 which, in this case, indicates that this
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is revision 35 of this Adroit 8.4.2 file. The "FileVersion" column specifies the Microsoft Windows file
version, which for this same file is 8.4.0.0, which is not that useful.

Smart UI Config Editor
l

When creating a new configuration, any default datasources are now added to this configuration too,
since there is a new checkbox called Include default datasources which is checked by default.

Typically these will be those datasources that are automatically added by the Default configuration,
although you can specify these by editing the DefaultAutoAddDatasources configuration setting
of the Config editor.

Smart UI Client Login
l

Simplified the login dialog, by moving all the advanced functionality that typical users do not need to
know about or see to the Advanced view of this dialog, which is accessed by clicking the Advanced
View > button. So, by default, this dialog allows users to specify their user names and passwords
and create Login Profiles.
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Note: When enabled (set to TRUE) the new Boolean Designer and Operator ForceShowTouchKeyboard config setting ensures that the touch keyboard is always available in all
Touch Textboxes, whether the computer uses a touch screen or not, this is FALSE by default.
l

When logging in the version of the Smart UI Operator or Designer is compared to the version of the
Smart UI Server to ensure that they are identical, otherwise the login attempt will fail with an appropriate error, which specifies the current versions of both these applications.

Smart UI Server
l

Enabled 4GB memory allocation, previously the maximum memory allocation was 2GB.
Note: This only applies to 64 bit Operating Systems with “large address aware” support that
have the required available physical memory, which includes all 64 bit Windows Server Operating Systems from Windows Server 2008 R2 and upwards.

Affecting the Adroit datasource
l

Significant performance improvements have been made in the retrieval of historical data from large
databases, by using the new UseAdvancedDataLogging setting. This setting is only required on
very large historical datasets, and does not generally need to be modified.

l

Fixed a bug where custom agent groups (used by a number of agent types) would previously show
the same list of slots for all the agent members in the tree.

Smart UI Designer
l

Enabled 4GB memory allocation, previously the maximum memory allocation was 2GB.
Note: This only applies to 64 bit Operating Systems with “large address aware” support that
have the required available physical memory, which includes all 64 bit Windows Server Operating Systems from Windows Server 2008 R2 and upwards.

l

Added the Diagnostics & Tools tab of the Smart UI Designer ribbon, which is typically intended for
advanced users as it allows you to launch a number of utilities directly within the Designer, which
can be used to engineer and/or troubleshoot your system. For ease of access, these utilities are classified into a number of groups.

Affecting projects
l

In the Enterprise Manager, projects now provide an Open Project Folder right click command to
open the folder containing this specific project's files in Windows Explorer (for the currently specified Configuration) for direct access to its files.
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l

Also every folder in the project provides an Open Project SubFolder right click command to open
this specific folders files in Windows Explorer too, for direct access to its files.

Previously, it was only possible to open the folder containing all the projects, for the currently specified Configuration, by using the Open Projects Folder command from the Configuration tab of
the Designer ribbon.
l

Projects now can retrieve and update translations for an entire project or from several of its graphic
forms at once, previously you were only able to import translations from one graphic form at a time.
By clicking the Fetch button in the Translation configuration dialog, the following dialog is displayed allowing you to select entire projects and/or one or more of their graphic forms:

Affecting graphic forms
Optimizing graphic forms
It is important to ensure that your graphic form is not cluttered by unnecessary components and is efficiently designed to use the least number of spiders and silks and other design elements so ensure that it
performs optimally. Since the manner in which a graphic form is designed has a significant role to play in
its performance, such as how long it takes to open.
For this reason we have implemented the Optimizations button in the graphic form toolbar, which
launches a configuration dialog that provides a number of search routines you can choose to use to analyze
your graphic form to detect unnecessary configuration, which you can choose to remove or keep as
needed.
IMPORTANT: Since any optimizations made to this graphic form are irreversible once it has been
saved, we recommend that you make a backup copy of this graphic form before you optimize it.
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The following two Spiders and Silks optimizations are provided:
l

Remove duplicate connections to (property) spiders: this scans the spider workspace of your
graphic form for all the properties of the graphic form and its form components that have two or
more connections (silks) to any of their inputs.

l

Remove all spiders that are not being used: this scans the spider workspace of your graphic
form for any spider that is not being triggered (activated) by any method and any spider that is
being triggered by a form component that no longer exists - in other words this form component has
been deleted by its associated spiders have not.

Graphic form Statistics
l

The Designer provides the Statistics button in the graphic form toolbar, which displays a dialog
that reports the number of vector objects and windows controls used to create the user interface
and the number of spiders and silks used to animate this user interface along with the size and name
of this graphic form and the time and date at which it was last saved.

Possible uses for these graphic form statistics are:
l

As a diagnostic tool to identify possible inefficiencies in the design of the current graphic form,
that could be affecting its loading time .
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l

As a means to determine the efficacy of the graphic form optimization process, by comparing
an optimized graphic form to its original, for instance, to see the difference in the number of
design elements that are being used.

Affecting Behaviors
Both new and existing Behaviors can be named so that you can more easily identify the spiders and
their regions associated with specific behaviors and their parent controls / vectors.

l

Up to now the spiders and regions associated with a specific behavior were very difficult to identify
especially for larger graphic forms with many spiders.

The Print this graphic form command of the Execute Command behavior provides the Show
Print Dialog option, which allows the user to choose which printer is used to print this graphic
form and/or which print settings are used when printing this graphic form, such as the required
page orientation.

l

Previously you were only able to send the currently displayed graphic form to the default printer.

The Open graphic form, Open As: Template Graphic Object command of the Execute Command behavior (and Application spider) now allows you to specify the name of the required TemplateGONavToolbar control that has been added to this graphic form.

l

Previously you were only able to specify TemplateGO controls.
Added the Boolean Operator SetOutputColorEvenIfNotChanged config setting, which is disabled
(set to FALSE) by default to ensure that Multi-state Color spiders ONLY set their output colors when
this output color has changed from the last time that this spider was triggered.

l

This is required to prevent high CPU loads for graphic forms using a large number of Multi-state
Color spiders and/or Color behaviours using the Multi-state\Blink mode.

Affecting Controls
l

l

The right click menu of controls now provide the
Bring To Front and Send To Back tools to
adjust the order of display of the selected control/s, when more than one control overlies another.
AdroitHistoricalAlarmViewer controls: allow users to view and/or locate and/or filter and/or print
and/or export their historical alarms, that are stored in the AlarmManagement agent SQL Server database and/or to configure the generally applicable settings of this control, namely:
o the specifying and/or updating of its Alarm Management database;
o configuring which columns are displayed, their order and their specific properties, such as
their widths; whether they autosize; whether the alarms will be sorted by their contents and
how; whether they display a summary and what type and/or whether they should be frozen;
o configuring the applicable constraints, as this control can only return a specific number of the
topmost alarms and/or you can decide how you want to specify the time period of applicable
alarms that will be displayed and/or
o specify the colors of various components within this control.
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l

Charts can now be copied/pasted and included in wizards to allow multiple instances of the chart on
the same graphic form and provide the following new properties:
The Boolean AntiAliased property, which is enabled by default as this smoothes the edges of the
drawn chart, however you can turn this off to improve the charting speed but then the chart will
appear more jagged.
The Boolean Direct2DMode property, which is disabled by default to use GDI+ to chart the data,
which is slow as its purely CPU-based. When enabled this will improve the charting speed as it will
use Direct2D to chart the data, which is faster as it is performed by your graphics card and not the
CPU.
The Integer CurrentWidth property that allows you to specify the width, in pixels, of the Current
column of the legend.
When charting a FastLine series, which has multiple data points at same date-time, you now can
uncheck the Draw All checkbox and choose to either only plot the First data point added to this
chart series for each date-time or to plot both the MinMax for each data-time and ignore the others
to improve the charting speed.

The Advanced View of the Style tab when configuring Line and FastLine series allow you to specify the required Value Format and/or DateTime Format when your users export the charted data
to a file via the Export Chart toolbar button (which needs to be specifically enabled).
The Axis Setup page of the configuration dialog of the charting control, displays below the Select
an Axis to configure list box in bold which series, if any, are associated with the currently
selected axis and, in Advanced mode, this page allows you to specify a margin or offset below the
Minimum scaled value and/or above the Maximum scaled value, in pixels for improved readability.
Line and XYPLot charts support the following two new Hidden Properties accessible in the Spider
Configuration window, which can be used to provide alternative methods of specifying the applicable time span for these charts at runtime: TimeSpanFromMinutes to specify the required timespan as the required number of minutes and TimeSpanFromString to specify the required timespan
as a string in the format: [-][d.]hh:mm:ss[.fffffff], where items in square brackets ([ and ]) are
optional and the period (.) and colon (:) characters are literal symbols.
l

AlarmViewer
controls: new AlarmViewer controls now use the same colors as those used in the
legacy alarm viewer for the active and inactive alarms and when these active and inactive alarms are
selected. Also the colors of both the selected active and inactive alarms can be customized, via the
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new SelectedActiveColor and SelectedInactiveColor properties.

l

AlarmViewer controls can also launch a graphic form, which is popped up in a separate window, by
double clicking one of the listed alarms. This requires manually associating a specific graphic form
to this agent first.
In other words, when double clicking an entry in the AlarmViewer, only if the Agent Tag specified
by this entry has a graphic form associated to it, will this graphic form be displayed.
You associated a graphic form to an agent, by setting its agentPicture header slot to the path of the
required graphic form.

Affecting Vectors
l

To speed up the drawing of vectors, support has been added for the predictive drawing of the following vectors:
Note: The following only applies when the vector is initially added to the graphic form.
o When you add an Ellipse to a graphic form and attempt to draw a circle (trying to create the
same width and height) then a circle will be drawn [you can also hold down CTRL to do this];
otherwise an ellipse is drawn.
o When you add a Rectangle to a graphic form and attempt to draw a square (trying to create
the same width and height) then a square will be drawn [you can also hold down CTRL to do
this]; otherwise a rectangle is drawn.
o When you add a Line to a graphic form, if you attempt to draw a horizontal line, then a perfectly horizontal line is drawn and if you attempt to draw a vertical line, then a perfectly vertical
line is drawn; if you actually want an angled line to be drawn then hold down SHIFT to override
this predictive drawing.
o When you add the individual line segments to a Polyline or Spline, if you attempt to draw a
horizontal line, then a perfectly horizontal line is drawn and if you attempt to draw a vertical
line, then a perfectly vertical line is drawn; if you actually want an angled line to be drawn then
hold down SHIFT to override this predictive drawing.

Affecting Spider Workspaces
l

Improved the support provided for very large spider workspaces in the Designer, which means that
the Spider Workspace is now far more responsive when working with many spiders.
However, we still recommend that you try to keep the total number of spiders and silks to the minimum.

l

You can now delete spiders using the DELETE key.
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Affecting the Shapes Wizards and Examples project

l

Added the Situational Awareness category, which contains sub-categories of wizards that allow
you to create process control user interfaces that strive to minimize operator fatigue and increase
their response times.
This situational awareness standard (also known as High Performance HMI) strives at all times to
create user interface elements that only present the operator with the information they need to discern exactly what is going on in the process they are operating, for this reason:
o most of the colors are muted and bright colors are ONLY used to indicate issues that require
IMMEDIATE attention.
o great use is made of trends as these are visually efficient in relaying the necessary information
without the operator needing to scrutinize reams of values and then calculate themselves how
these values related to their normal operating conditions.
Consistent alarm indication
To promote the consistency of your process user interface, we use the following numbers and colors
and graphical symbols to indicate your alarms:
Alarms should be broken down into 5 priorities each having its own sound and the following associated color:
o Priority 4 – Highest – Red
o Priority 3 – High – Yellow
o Priority 2 – Normal – Orange
o Priority 1 – Low – Magenta
o Priority 0 – Lowest – Royal blue - reserved for diagnostics alarms or events.

Situational Awareness design elements
o Data Links: These wizards often require more than one value, in which case one of these
values can be set (written) from this wizard in addition to displaying the other and/or they display a large amount of information about their associated value.
n

Analogue Data Links: to display various statistics for an analogue (floating point) process variable (PV), which are calculated over a during a rolling time period, which specifies
the maximum sampling time from "now" (the current time) into the past for the specified
period. In this case the values are recorded every second over this timespan and the statistics are calculated from these recorded values.
Certain analogue data links also allow users to configure the required setpoint (SP) value
associated with this PV and may display an optional alarm priority and the units of this PV.
PLEASE NOTE: These statistics are ONLY calculated by the Analog agent representing
the process variable, when its statsPeriod slot is set to the required sampling period,
we recommend a value of 10 (minutes), since the default value of 0 DISABLES the calculation of these statistics, since if used excessively they can affect performance.
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n

Digital Data Links: provides two buttons that allow a user to initiate the starting (turning on) and stopping (turning off) of a Boolean process variable (PV), which only occurs
once the applicable operating conditions have been met, and displays a description of the
associated equipment that is being turned on/off. Furthermore an optional alarm priority
may also be indicated by this wizard.

o Displays: These wizards textually display the value of the associated process variable.
n

Analogue Displays: to textually display the value of the associated analogue (floating
point) process variable (PV) and may display an optional alarm priority and the units of
this PV.

n

Digital Displays: to display the value of the associated Boolean process variable (PV),
typically along with a textual description of this PV and may also display an optional alarm
priority.

o Indicators: These wizards graphically indicate the value of the associated process variable
without actually displaying its value.
n

Analogue Indicators: to graphically indicate the current value of an analogue (floating
point) process variable (PV), by means of a sliding pointer along a horizontal or vertical
range defined by the currently specified Maximum and Minimum engineering span of this
Analogue process variable, while also indicating its currently specified normal operating
range and optionally displaying a directional arrow to indicate the current direction of
trend of this value (whether it is increasing or decreasing or unchanged).

o ISO Shapes: ISO symbols are recommended to represent your common plant equipment to
promote pattern recognition, since these simple obvious shapes are easy to recognize immediately without needing any labeling.
Furthermore muted colors should ideally be used by these plant equipment representations to
indicate whether they are started or stopped.
Previously it was common to use green to indicate the started state and red to indicate the
stopped state. While these colors were visually appealing they only served to increase the mental fatigue of the operators and especially the red stopped state would distract them any alarm
conditions that they actually do need to pay immediate attention to.
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For this reason these ISO shapes wizards indicate the following states by changing the fill color
of the shape accordingly:

n

Started (On): White e.g.

n

Stopped (Off): Gray e.g.

n

Alarm (Wrong state): Red (this color blinks, so that it alternately displays the current

started or stopped status) e.g.
n

Motors: to represent any kind of motor and indicate whether this motor is started (on) or
stopped (off) or in an alarm state.

In either a horizontal

n

orientation.

Pump / Fans: to represent any kind of pump or fan and indicate whether this pump or
fan is started (on) or stopped (off) or in an alarm state.

In either a horizontal
n

or vertical

or vertical

orientation.

Valves: to represent any kind of valve and indicate whether this valve is started (on) or
stopped (off) or in an alarm state.

In either a horizontal

or vertical

orientation.

o Process Vessels: These wizards depict the level of a vessel to operators without undue emphasis or distractions.
This is a simple vessel with a vertical orientation, that provides a trend of its analogue level, in
bold black, for the past two hours between its maximum and minimum operating range, indicated by light gray lines:

o Production Charts: These wizards should be used when operators need to know how a production value is performing against a set target value: this charts the production value by
means of a filled gray area and plots a straight line graph of the set target value for the specific
production period, for an easy comparison between the two.
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o Radar Plots: These wizards create Pattern Recognition Objects (PROs) that describe the relationship between a number of related process variables as a shape instead of as a series of
numbers, because the brain can remember shapes far more than sets of numbers.

o Spark Lines: These wizards display a trend of how a process variable (PV) behaves with
respect to its normal operating range without displaying its actual value.

l

Added the following graphic form examples (in the \GF Examples folder):
o DataLogRetrieval.viz: This graphic form allows for the quick viewing of a selected agent that is
being datalogged in a Datagrid format based on a specified starting and ending time.

o Find Tag Reference In Project.viz: This graphic form allows you to search for a specified TAG
in all the graphic forms of a specified project. The graphic form names that have the reference
to this TAG will be listed in the listbox.
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o GF_Utilities.viz: This graphic form contains both links to open various utilities being from windows and Adroit. This is useful in a situation when the Operator is locked down and users cannot close it and launch other tools. The graphic form also allows for LOG ON and LOG OFF as
well as closing the Operator and shutting down windows.

o NumericalInput.viz : This graphic form shows that you can provide your own customised data
entry dialogs, instead of using the standard Data Set dialog provided by the 'Operator Action'
behavior. In this case create your own graphic form and launch the custom graphic form
which is then a template by using the 'Exceute Command' behavior. This sample graphic form
allows a set point to be changed using a numerical input layout, so you can even change the
set-point using the touch screen or mouse.

o PassInput.viz : Although the Smart UI has the full security functionality built-in where operators can be prevented from modifying a set-point value, and escalation is automatically
allowed to a user that has rights to modify the set-point if the required user name and password can be specified - this graphic form can be used in scenarios where there is a requirement is to ask for a specific password or pass code to allow a set-point to be modified,
irrelevant of which user is logged in to the Operator.
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l

Added the sample graphic form (in the \Samples folder): Graphic Form Publishing17.viz :
This graphic form allows you to create static images of specific graphic forms, which you can then
publish online etc. to give your operators or other remote users an indication of the current status of
your process, as follows:
o select which graphic forms from which of your projects you want to create static images of;
o specify the file format of these images;
o specify the graphic quality of these published images;
o specify where these image files are to be saved;
o choose to either publish the selected graphic forms immediately or specify their required publishing frequency;
o if necessary, you can specify the graphic form loading timeout, which if exceeded skips the
publishing of a graphic form and/or how long it should wait for subscriptions to update before
publishing a graphic form and
o if necessary, you can save these settings to your user profile for later re-use.

Other components:
The Additional SCADA Components install:
l

Improved the Adroit Excel Add-in, so that the Description column of the Alarm sheet shows the agent
description and agent bit description for alarmed Marshal agents.

Since this component also requires .NET Framework 4.5.2 to work, it is now only available as part of
this install which enforces this check.
l

Added the Geographic Information System (GIS) Add-on component, which allows you to add intelligence to maps by providing icons that represent the actual positions of your items, such as your
plant or equipment locations. This Smart UI add-on consists of the following two main components:
o The GIS datasource, which stores the defined items and their areas or regions and sites in a
SQL Compact database, along with their icons and other configuration.
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o The GIS Mapping Control, which maps the defined items of a specific GIS datasource on a map
and provides navigation abilities, so that users can view and/or interact with these items.

HMI SCADA Demo install:
l

This HMI Demo, in addition to describing the included agents and the licensing of the HMI mode and
providing industry-specific demos, also provides:
o Explanations of the software architecture and the available components and how these components can be configured, for instance when creating graphic forms in the Designer.
o The Projects Examples page points to the "Project Folder" and displays all the images in this
folder in a continuous slideshow.
Tip: If necessary, you can open this folder from this page to change which images this
folder contains so that you can easily demonstrate whatever you want to!
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o The Situational Awareness page, also accessible from the main navigation menu, which
demonstrates how the new Situational Awareness wizards can be used to provide and indicate
the Batch OPC process control and can be contrasted to the previous, more conventional process control mimic of the Batch OPC.

Adroit Report Suite 1.2.2
l

the Adroit Reports Pack now includes the Historical incidents report, which displays incidents logged
when AlarmManagement agent is set to Historical Alarm Mode.

l

the Alarm Management Pack has been enhanced to improve its performance on very large systems.
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